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2020
C A L E N DA R
18TH/19TH APRIL

DONINGTON PARK NATIONAL
30TH/31ST MAY

BRANDS HATCH GP
27TH JUNE

OULTON PARK INTERNATIONAL
11TH/12TH JULY

SNETTERTON 300
15TH/16TH AUGUST

SILVERSTONE GP
12TH/13TH SEPTEMBER

DONINGTON PARK GP
3RD/4TH OCTOBER

SNETTERTON 300

WEEKEND
T I ME TA B L E

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
PRACTICE - 15 MINUTES
QUALIFYING - 15 MINUTES
SPRINT RACE - 25 MINUTES
PIT STOP RACE - 50 MINUTES
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WELCOME TO THE

The GT Cup is an established part of the UK
motorsport scene and continues to grow in
stature and popularity. Founded in 2007
by Marc Haynes as a premium GT sprint
series, it has continuously proved to be
the championship of choice for discerning
sporting drivers.
What differentiates the GT Cup is our
professional offering, derived from personal
experiences and the values of our founder
to provide a genuine driver centred race
experience, where sportsmanship and
having fun is at the centre of our paddock.
Add unrivalled access to quality race
circuits and provide the very best service
at an affordable price. Lastly we look to
share our passion for motorsport with likeminded racers and create an environment
and culture where we aspire to exceed
expectation and delight our drivers, their
families, teams, partners and supporters.
Our GT Cup paddock is renowned for being
friendly and relaxed within a professional
atmosphere. The whole paddock from
the organisers to the marshals, teams
and drivers, collectively look to support
each other and share our mutual passion
for motorsport. The racing is strongly
contested and the GT Cup maintains
and enforces driver standards to protect
the values we uphold. This attention to
sporting behaviour is central to our growing
success and why the GT Cup is attracting
manufacturer support in the form of their
driver programs.
The GT Cup enjoys one of the widest
varieties of GT race car grids in the United
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Kingdom. Founded on providing a home
for a broad range of GT race cars, current
and past, all have a place among our
Groups structure. The grid is split into six
Groups based upon the maximum lap time
potential of each car, which means that cars
can continue racing in the GT Cup long past
their usual life cycle.

The 2020 format remains largely
unchanged with a 15 minute warm up, a 15
minute qualifying session, followed by a 25
minute Sprint Race and 50 minute Pit Stop
Race on each day. Following successful
testing in 2019, the warm up and qualifying
sessions will be rolled into one session of 30
minutes with a brief break between the two
sessions, allowing drivers and teams the
chance to bring everything up to speed and
ready for their Qualifying.
For many the GT Cup will be the pinnacle
of their motorsport experience and
quite rightly so, arguably being the most
competitive GT club racing Championship
in the UK. Former GT Cup Champions
have successfully campaigned in British GT,
Blancpain and WEC, so whatever you aspire
to achieve in motorsport we firmly believe
the GT Cup is the very best club arena in
which to race.
Irrespective of your background or future
aspirations the GT Cup guarantee you the
very best of professional club motorsport
in a nurturing and supportive environment
and with over 60 separate entries in 2019,
demand is high for spots on the grid, so
to ensure you are not disappointed please
register your interest as soon as possible.
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DRIVERS

The GT Cup is designed with amateur
drivers in mind, to have fun honing
their race craft and develop driving
skills with compatible sporting
racers. Driving standards and racing
enjoyment are paramount to the
success of the championship and we
have gained considerable recognition
in this in recent years, exemplified
by manufacturers entering driver
pathways through our championship
in recognition of these driver values.

The Championship welcomes driver
coaches, as professional drivers, who
may enter with their amateur as part
of a two-driver team. Whilst the
GT Cup is primarily focused on the
amateur driver we acknowledge the
important role a professional coach
may add to the driver’s enjoyment.
This arrangement also suits driver
pairings with aspirations for National
or International endurance motorsport
in mind. We are delighted to witness
former competitors and Champions
of the GT Cup successfully progress
into British GT, Blancpain and WEC,
to name but a few.

We are first to recognise that not all
our drivers have the budget or the
same aspiration and we understand
and appreciate the importance of
offering a balanced and composed
experience that is attractive to all
abilities. The minimum requirement is
to hold an Inter Club (Race National
B) License; therefore whether you are
a relative novice or an internationally
experienced professional, there is a
seat for you in the championship.
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Jeff Wyatt
(Geoff Steel Racing)

Wayne Mars & Charlie Hollings
(FF Corse)

Graham Davidson
(Jetstream Racing)

Jim Geddie
(United Autosports)

Jordan Witt
(Team Parker Racing)
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201

Chris Murphy & Adam Hatfield
(Whitebridge Motorsport)
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201
Steve Ruston & John Whitehouse (JMH Racing)
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The GT Cup’s unique structure ensures thrilling
racing throughout the grid. Split into six Groups
allowing for a large variety of cars to compete on
an equal footing in each race. New for 2020, we
welcome the GT3 Group catering exclusively for
the growing number of these cars competing in
the GT Cup.

ELIGIBLE CARS
(*For a complete list please see Appendix II in the 2020 regulations).

GT3 For homologated GT cars running to the
manufacturers GT3 specifications and subject to
either current or the FIA balance of performance
figures that will be set down on the GT Cup balance
of performance document before each meeting.

• Aston Martin - Vantage GT3 & GT4 / NGT
• Audi - R8 GT3 & GT4
• Bentley – GT3 Continental
• BMW - M3 / M3 GTR E46 & E36 / M4 GT4 / E93 GT4/ E89 Z4 GT3

GTO Open specification cars, cars built by very
low volume manufacturers (subject to meeting
balance of performance and the maximum power
to weight ratio for the group), GT2 and GTE class
cars, modified Challenge cars, cars that are not
derived from universally recognised volume GT
manufactures.

• Chevrolet – Corvette Z6 GT3
• Ferrari - 360 / 430, 458 & 488 Challenge
458 GTC / 458 & 488 GT3
• Ford - Mustang GT4
• Ginetta - G50 Cup / G50 GT4 / G55 Super Cup / GT4
• KTM - X-Bow
• Lamborghini - Gallardo / Gallardo GT3 / Huracan GT3

GTC Later model year Challenge and Cup
specification cars, with performance balancing
where required.

Huracan Super Trofeo
• Lotus - Evora GTE / Elise
• McLaren - 650S / MP4-12 GT3 / 570S GT4
• Marcos - Mantis

GTB Early year Challenge and Cup cars with
minimum specification changes together with
modified saloon based GT vehicles

• Maserati - Gran Turismo MC GT4
• Mercedes - AMG GT3 / GT4
• Mosler - M900 / M400
• Nissan - Skyline GTR GT3 / 370Z GT4
• Porsche - Cayman Clubsport GT4
997 Cup GT4 / 996 & 997 Cup
991 Cup Gen 1 & Gen 2 / 911 GT3 R
• TVR - Cerbera / Sagaris
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GTH For Homologated cars running to
manufacturers GT4 specification.
GTA Lower specification Cup, Challenge and One
make series cars.

TYRES
2020 will be Pirelli’s eleventh season supplying GT
Cup. The manufacturer provides a comprehensive
range of slick and wet tyres for the Championship,
such is the variety of machinery racing in the series.
Tyres may be heated prior to use, and slick sets are
limited to three per day, to reduce expenditure.
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POINTS & AWARDS

SPECIAL PRIZES

The group structure and points scoring system ensures a driver from
any group has the chance of becoming the overall GT Cup Champion,
whilst individually contesting for honours in each Group.

British Formula
One Grand Prix

A bottle of bubbly along with Pirelli Winners caps are presented to the
Group Winners on the circuit podium after each race. GT Cup Trophies
will be presented to all the placed drivers at the end of each race day
in the hospitality race centre, where the paddock is encouraged to join
in and celebrate the racing over refreshments. Additional awards for
Driver of the day and Team of the Weekend will be presented at the
same time to reflect the spirit of the GT Cup.

The GT Cup Championship Group
Winners* will be invited to join Bute
Motorsport as a VIP hospitality guest of
GT Cup tyre supplier Pirelli at the British
Formula One Grand Prix at Silverstone.
Winners will be invited to Saturdays
Qualifying sessions having stayed
overnight in a 4 Star De Vere hotel
including dinner and drinks on the
Friday evening.

At the GT Cup Championship Awards Night the paddock gathers in
a destination city to celebrate the season. The evening focusses on
the awards with a great evening of fine dining and entertainment to
ensure drivers, teams, partners and guests experience the exciting
atmosphere that is the GT Cup Championship whilst raising money
for the Championship’s chosen charity, which in 2020 will be Prostate
Cancer UK.
Whilst the evening primarily celebrates the Champions of the year we
take the opportunity to recognise teams and drivers that have made an
exceptional contribution throughout the season. The Sprint Challenge
Cup will make a popular return, awarded to the amateur driver who,
using the point system, scored the most points in the sprint races
only. “Sparkies Cup” is an annual award in recognition of an individual
or team that has best represented the true spirit of the GT Cup
Championship and is named after our late founder Marc Haynes.

Eligible racers score points from the
finishing positions, poles, and fastest laps
throughout the year. The winning driver
will be given a seat in the Sunoco liveried
car in the 240-minute endurance race the
day before the renowned 24-Hour event.
Flights, hotels, race suit, and start fee,
plus a three-day test at Daytona at the
beginning of January, are also included.

The package includes a five-course
gourmet luncheon with fine wines in
Pirelli’s exclusive VIP area of the F1
Paddock Club in the Silverstone Wing,
allowing a birds-eye view of the pit-lane
activity and racetrack action. As guests
of the paddock club, you will also be
treated to additional services such as
exclusive access to the support Race
Paddock, Pit Lane walk, guided Paddock
Tour, Entertainment and Shuttles.

Sunoco Daytona
Challenge
Sunoco race fuels, supplier to the GT Cup
by the Anglo-American Oil Company, are
recommended Championship suppliers.
Those participants using Sunoco race
fuel will be automatically entered into
the exciting Sunoco Daytona Challenge,
an amazing opportunity to win a race
seat at the famous Daytona 24 Hours.
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*Prize is restricted to one driver per Group.
Where the Group Winner is a driver pairing
only one driver will be eligible to attend. Bute
Motorsport will make every effort to facilitate both
drivers being able to attend, however it is at the
discretion of Pirelli Motorsport UK.
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MEDIA COVERAGE
For over twelve years, the GT Cup has worked closely with all disciplines
of the media to maximise not just the exposure of the Championship, but
its individual drivers, partners and teams. In addition to having strong
relationships with both national and international journalists, with coverage
seen in national papers, motorsport publications, Autosport and Motorsport
news, the Championship has featured on news outlets like the BBC’s
Breakfast Show and the Daily Record.
GT Cup also works very closely with Championship partner and tyre
supplier Pirelli, The Championship is actively being promoted via its
global website, employees and weekly media email newsletters.

DEMOGRAPHICS
The GT Cup continues to appeal to key demographic groups, with the
18 to 44-year-old age range making up the bulk of the viewers of the
Championship. Encouragingly a third of viewers are based outside of
the United Kingdom, helping to cement the international audience
of the series and appeal to racers from across the globe who might
want to test themselves on the best circuits the UK has to offer.

DIGITAL
Digital marketing today is now one of the most popular
forms of communication methods around the world, the GT
Cup utilise its speed and reach via the internet to target
content to its global motorsport audience at a click of
a button.
The Championship uses a vast range of methods
including, live race commentary across the entire
weekend on twitter as well as posting behind the scenes
photographs on Instagram. Professional photographers
are employed to capture close up action shots on
track and in the paddock which is then uploaded to
galleries on Facebook, race reports and our brand new
Championship website.

14K

5.48
MINUTES

43%

FOLLOWERS

Average watch time of
visitors to the GT Cup
YouTube channel.

Increase in website
visits during the
2019 season.

Across GT Cup
social media
platforms.

GT Cup has a strong online presence.

The Championship each year invests heavily into video and
television content which is then made available across its
dedicated youtube channel, website and via TV channels
such as Front Runner as well as on demand subscription
service Amazon Prime TV.

Regular news updates

13.
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Over the years, the Championships audience numbers have
grown at impressive rates and continue to do so year on year.
In 2018 the Championship launched a brand new feature rich
website where teams, drivers and fans alike have access to huge
range of digital media including TV/Video content, Team/ Driver
bios, individual race reports, the latest Championship points,
application portal, text messaging service, merchandise store
and much more.
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HOSPITALITY
If the pit lane is the soul of the GT Cup, then the beating heart is the Bute
Motorsport Hospitality Race Centre. Prominently located in the paddock for
ease of access, it is the centre of the weekend and the perfect destination to
relax at the race track, helping to contribute to the friendly atmosphere that
has become a cherished trademark of the GT Cup.

The Race Centre plays an integral part in the GT Cup Championship by
being the venue for both important elements of the Championship, like
hosting our Driver Briefings and Awards Presentations, whilst also as the
hub for our social functions and catering. Synonymous with the GT Cup,
the Race Centre is where entrants, their families, teams and partners
have the opportunity to meet likeminded individuals, share camaraderie
and celebrate our passion for motorsport. Please contact Hannah
James for further details on entrant hospitality arrangements, which
can be personally tailored to suit all drivers, their family and teams.

With our dedicated hostess, the Race Centre is the perfect base to
experience the day and with a wide variety of Hospitality packages
there is something to suit everyone. Working with professional
partners in recent years the GT Cup has developed a range of “money
can’t buy” VIP Hospitality experiences, designed and restricted in
number to ensure an exceptional experience is guaranteed. If you
are interested in Hospitality packages please contact the team to
discuss your requirements in greater detail, so that a proposal can be
worked up and presented. The GT Cup will ensure your partners and
their guest, whether they be friends or business associates, have an
amazing experience not to be forgotten.
For further details please contact Hannah James
by telephone: 01963 442787 or email;
hannah@butemotorsport.co.uk

Features, Benefits & money can’t buy experiences
specially available to GT Cup VIPs;
• Personal Driver Meet & Greet
• Unlimited Pitlane & Garage Access
• Course Car Experience
• Race Control Tour
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• Wave Chequered Flag
• Podium Trophy Presentation
• TV and Social Media exposure
And much more…
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GT CUP OFFICIALS
Championship Co-ordinator
Hannah James
Technical Co-ordinator
Philip Boland
Eligibility Scrutineer
Mike Mattison
Nigel Thorn
Clerk of the Course
Tony Watts
Tyre Co-ordinator
Pirelli
GT Cup Stewards
Mike Dixon
Eric Cowcill
Bill Shewan
David Simons
Organising Club
Haynes Motor Museum Club
MSVR
Media Department
Laura Donaghy
Dan Mason
Jeremy Hill
Aztec Media
Promoter & IP holder
Bute Motorsport Ltd

BUTE MOTORSPORT LIMITED, SPARKFORD, NR. YEOVIL, SOMERSET, BA22 7LH

WWW.GTCUP.CO.UK

